Retrieval of atmospheric optical parameters from airborne flux measurements: application to the atmospheric correction of imagery.
Methodologies that employ auxilliary flux data collected by upward- and downward-looking optical sensors to improve atmospheric corrections of airborne multispectral images are presented and evaluated. Such flux data often are collected in current airborne sensors to produce bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF) images and estimates of hemispherical-hemispherical reflectance. The fact that these images must then be corrected for atmospheric interference raises the question as to whether the auxilliary flux information can be employed to estimate some of the input parameters required by atmospheric correction models. Radiative transfer simulations are employed to demonstrate that the utilization of the downwelling and upwelling fluxes as a means of inferring intrinsic atmospheric optical information can be used to better characterize the local atmosphere and accordingly to improve the atmospheric corrections applied to the apparent BRF images.